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Carnival
RESIGNATION CAUSED BY SpecialIssue
McGRAW
ANNOUNCES
1934
DISCRIMINATION ON PART
COMMITTEES FOR ANNUAL
OF COAST GUARD ACADEMY
Negotiations between T
N
staff and Edward C.
Dawson, ’34, author of “East of the
W ater Tower” map, have been com
pleted and Mr. Dawson has sanc
tioned the reproduction of his map in
the eight-page Carnival Issue of T
N
H
.
This map, 36-in.
by 24-in. in size, printed in blue and
white on an extra fine grade of paper,
will be suitable for framing.
Included in this special issue will
be cuts of prominent athletes in
cluding Trygve Christianson, Ernest
Blood, Eric Andberg, and Coach Paul
Sweet. Cuts of winter scenes will
show fraternity house snow decora
tions which aroused comment last
year and will depict the snow covered
beauty of Durham. There will be a
cut of Larry Funk and his orchestra,
who has been engaged to play for
the Carnival Ball and a cut of the
committee in charge of the Carnival.
Besides special Carnival articles
which will give the final information
about the festivities, there is the
“Durham Bull” column by Jimmy
Dunbar and of course the famous
“East of the W ater Tower” column.
The “Tower” is now being conducted
by Jim Bannon, of the Marlack
Campaign fame.
This special issue will be released
to subscribers at no extra cost. Single
copies will also be on sale at the
College Pharmacy, G rant’s, and the
Wildcat for ten cents each. An
actual copy of the map to be incor
porated in the issue will be on dis
play in “T” Hall, the Library, and
Murkland Hall.
This special eight-page Carnival
issue will be most informative, the
most interesting, and the most valu
able issue of T he N ew H a m p s h ir e .
It is one issue th at no student can
afford to be without.
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Contract Signed Last Fall by Coach Cowell
Contains Clause Prohibiting His Ap
pearance There in Any Capacity
TRIP SCHEDULED Alumni Employed
FOR SATURDAY in Extension Project
Edmond W. Bowler is
Coach Pal Reed Has Given Prof.
N.
H.
Head of U. S. Coast
Trial List of Those
Geodetic Survey
Who Will Compete
1 See Editorial, Page 2 j
With the opening boxing meet of
the season scheduled for tomorrow
night, the hopes of the New Hamp
shire Varsity boxing team were dealt
a severe blow by the resignation of
Fred Moody, great middle-weight star.
Moody, unable to make the trip to
meet Coast Guard Academy because
of a racial distinction set forth by the
Academy, turned in his uniform and
equipment to Coach Pal Reed early
this week.
Rallying to the support of their
idol, who is the backbone of the team,
several other stars announced their
intention of doing likewise, but at
the present writing, it is not known
just which members of the team will
compete.
Coach Reed announced a tentative
list of men who will make the trip. In
the one hundred and twenty-five pound
class, either Werner or Kimball will
compete, with both McCaugney and
Landry fighting in the 135 pound class.
John Scanlon will fight in one of the
145 pound bouts, while Philbrick will
probably handle the other assignment
in that class, provided that he con
sents to fight. Ahearn will meet the
155 pounder from the Coast Guard,
with Davis battling his alternate.
Yaloff will endeavor to carry on in
Moody’s place in the one hundred and
sixty-five class. Schumann is the
light heavyweight representative.
The dissension began when Moody
was informed that he could not fight
against the Coast Guard team. As the
contract signed last fall prohibited
colored competitors, Coach Cowell
was forced to remove Moody’s name
from the squad.
Several of the other lettermen, feel
ing that without Moody’s steadying
influence they would not be able to
fight at their best, attempted to ar
range for his acting as a second, but
this was also frowned upon by the
Coast Guard authorities.
It is expected that most of the men
will return to competition, as^ this
match is necessary to make boxing a
letter sport this year. However,
without the inspiration of their lead
er, it is doubtful if the team will make
a satisfactory showing.

Ed Dawson Plans to
Present Short Play
The Inexperienced Ghost
Written from Original
Story by H. G. Wells
Edward C. Dawson, well-known in
Durham circles and in Dover, Con
cord, and Manchester, for his ability
in dramatics as an amateur, is pro
ducing, as a very special and added
feature for the W inter Carnival
guests, a short one-act play, entitled
The Inexperienced Ghost, based on
the short story by the eminent
author H. G. Wells.
The opening scene shows a group
of Englishmen at their club in Sur
rey, England, all enjoying each
other’s humor, and influenced some
what in their amusement by stimu
lants from the bottle. Suddenly there
is a realization that one of their num
ber has had an encounter with a
ghost, and from this moment on the
play is spiced with a detailed ac
count of what has happened to their
unfortunate associate.
In the cast Constantine Mallis
takes the part of Evans, James
Scudder plays Wish, Donald MacArthur as Sanderson, Robert H arris
in the role of Southey;, Jack Sturges
as Clayton, and Dawson the part of
the waiter.
This play, not affiliated with Mask
and Dagger, is being presented in
conjunction with the Outing Club’s
W inter Carnival Committee. It is
to be given on Friday evening pre
ceding the Carnival Ball, in Murkland Auditorium at 8:30, February
two.
k

Many New Hampshire alumni are
working in the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey which is part
of the extension work inaugurated by
the C. W. A. Professor Edmond W.
Bowler, head of the Department of
Civil Engineering, is the New Hamp
shire representative of this organiza
tion. The purpose of this extension
group is to carry on the regular work
of the Survey at a faster pace than
ordinary appropriations make pos
sible. This work is much needed and
is- of practical assistance to all sur
veying done in the state by such
groups as the railroad, the highway
department, the buildings firms, etc.
The personnel of this section con
sists of fifty-three men divided up in
to eight parties scattered throughout
the state. Of these parties, six are
doing leveling of the third order with
second order precision, one is a tra 
verse party doing second order tra
versing, and one is traverse recon
naissance party.
The following New Hampshire men
are active in the extension survey
work of the C. W. A.: Bryce 0. A t
wood, John F. Arren, George F. Aus
tin, Willard J. Baldwin, Harlan M.
Bryant, Leonard B. Bushey, Josenh L.
Cram, Frank C. Dustin, Ralph C. Dus
tin, Alfred M. Harriman, Frank M,
Jones, William D. Jordan Kenneth S.
Lane, W alter F. O’Neill, Robert G
Perfect, Matthew Riley, Eileen Gadd
Shute, Robert L. Stark, Ernest Smith,
Ralph S. Taylor, Thomas Tomasian,
George Vatcher, James A. Beckingham, and Edward H. Kennedy.

Colleges to Attend
Conference Here
Prohaska, Brown, Richard
son Appointed Chair
men for Conference
The committee in charge of the
New England Conference of Chris
tian Work organizations which will
be held here February 23-25 has been
announced as follows: Izola M. Pro
haska, chairman; Heinz Brown, pres
ident of the Sunday Night Discussion
group; Dorothy Richardson, presi
dent of the Y. W. C. A., and Edward
Tuttle, president of the Y. M. C. A.
The committee has stated that there
will be no limit on the number of
delegates from each college.
Eastern colleges who have received
notices about the conference have
replied as follows:
+
Metropolitan Student headquar
ters, Boston—“We will certainly
hope to have a delegation from the
Boston area.”
Bowdoin College—'“ The program
of your Think-Fest with Bruce Curry
sounds most interesting and we shall
plan to be there with several others.”
Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Conn.—“The program is mighty
attractive and we hope we will be
able to come.”
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts—
“We would like very much to have a
delegate present for the Think-Fest.
We think our representative will
get a great deal out of it and will
bring back something.”
The registration fee for New Eng
land college delegates is one dollar.
Rooms will be provided free of cost
in fraternities and sororities. Regis
trations from college representatives
should be mailed to Miss Izola M.
Prohaska, Theta Upsilon sorority,
Durham, N. H., before February 15.
GRANITE NOTICE
A member of the 1935 Granite staff
will be in the former Y. M. C. A. of
fice between 5 and 6 every day for
the next twq weeks to give Juniors
an opportunity to pay Granite money
which is past due. Blank activity
lists which are to be filled in by every
Junior will be given out at the same
time.
A rthur Leamard,
Business Manager.
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“A Nous la Liberte”
at Franklin Theatre
University French Club to
Present French Film on
Wednesday, Jan. 31

On Wednesday, January 31, the
French film A Nous La Liberte,
will be brought to the Franklin
Theatre under the auspices of the
University French Club. In Berlin,
L o n d o n and Paris this motion pic
ture has been hailed as the most
brilliant screen production of the
year. It is said to be the first truly
international film, overcoming every
language barrier. It may be easily
understood even if one has not the
slightest knowledge of French.
A Nous La Liberte is an exuber
ant satire on modern love, industrial
life and human society made into an
effective musical farce. The story
begins in a prison where Emile and
Louis are serving terms. They de
cide to escape and Louis succeeds
though Emile is captured while aid
ing his friend. Under an assumed
name Louis is brilliantly successful
in business. At the height of his
career Emile once more comes into
his life. The rest of the film is con
cerned with the story of their fight
for happy, carefree liberty in spite
of suspicious policemen, .unrequited
love, and the intrusions of the eco
nomic world.
The cast includes internationally
known French stars and was made
entirely on the continent.

Tirrell Appointed to
AA Board by Council
Fills Vacancy of Late Prof.
Justin Wellman—Discuss
Checking System
Loring V. Tirrell, associate profess°r
Animal Husbandry, graduate
of Massachusetts State College in
1920 and member of Theta Chi fra
ternity, was elected by the Student
Council Monday evening to fill the
vacancy of the late Professor Justin
Wellman on the University Athletic
Association board.
The second meeting of the Student
Council opened with a roll call with
the following members present: Wal
ter Calderwood, Delfo Caminati, Mar
vin Eiseman, John Smet, Howard
Ordway, Fred Walker, Harrison Chesley, Arnold Rhodes, John McGraw,
Ken McKiniry and Dean Norman L.
Alexander.
The Council accepted the financial
statement of the treasurer and voted
to pay $47.50 as the expense of the
fall term New England Student Con
ference banquet. It was reported by
President Caminati that the present
Council had made payment on all out
standing debts contracted by last
year’s Council. Dean Alexander made
a constructive proposal to the Coun
cil that in the future they adopt, if
at all possible, an annual budget
which would state definitely all paycontinued on Page 4)

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE
VOTE FOR KING
WINTER MONDAY
Balloting to be Conducted
Similar to General
Campus Elections
LARRY FUNK TO PLAY
Silver Cup to be Presented
to House Having Best
Snow Decorations
With Carnival only one week off,
next Friday afternoon the fraternity
men will be competing on snowshoes
and skns for the intram ural cham
pionship and many guests flock to
Durham to once again partake of the
winter week-end festivities, the Out
ing club announces its final plans for
the eleventh annual W inter Carnival.
Monday of next week an election
will be held for the choosing of King
Winter, for which honored position
any undergraduate is eligible.
Sponsored by Outing Club
This contest will be sponsored for
the first time by Outing club mem
bers, and voting will be conducted in
a similar manner to that of general
campus elections. King Winter will
be guest of honor at tile Carnival Ball
and will preside over the court dur
ing the coronation of the Queen.
Friday evening Larry Funk and his
orchestra will give a concert at the
gymnasium from 8:00 to 9:00 o’clock
while a t 8:30 the same evening Ed
ward Dawson’s play, The Inexperi
enced Ghost, will be presented at
Murkland auditorium.
Decorations by Caminati
Carnival Ball, gala social function
of the year, promises to rival that of
a year ago. President and Mrs. Ed
ward M. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
O. Page, and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lundholm are to be patrons.
The gymnasium will be decorated
under the supervision of Delfo Cam
inati and his committee. George I.
Parker, Jr., has charge of decorating
the exterior of the gymnasium, for
which he plans a canopy of evergreens
leading from the driveway into the
main entrance, and strings of gaycolored lights for illumination. Helen
Henderson has contracted with The
Wildcat for refreshments.
Unique Entertainment
Larry Funk and his orchestra, who
have had recent successful engage
ments in Cleveland, Ohio, and St.
Paul, Minnesota, are including in their
entertainment two individual stars.
Jimmie White, soloist, is best known
for introducing the popular number,
Three Kisses. Miss Peggy Lea,
formerly with Mai Hallett’s orchestra,
will provide some unique entertain
ment during the intermission.
Duplicating the custom of last
year, the Granite staff will select six
of the most beautiful girls at the ball
whose photographs will be in the
1935 year book. This selection will
take place during the Grand March
at which time the Carnival Queen
will be chosen.
Varsity to Meet B. U.
The Athletic association has ar
ranged the basketball schedules of
both varsity and freshman games with
Boston University to be held Satur
day afternoon.
A handsome silver cup has been
purchased to be presented to the win
ning fraternity or sorority of snow
and ice decorations. This presentation
will be one of the duties of King Win
ter at the ball.
Expenses for Carnival Ball are $3.85
per couple, for the concert 40 cents
each, and for the play 25 cents per
couple or 15 cents single.
WEEK-END WEATHER FORECAST
Friday, January 26, at 8 a. m.

Official Outing Club W inter
Carnival Program
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2—AFTERNOON
Down-hill Ski Race
Slalom Race
Cross Country Ski Race
Cross Country Snowshoe Race
Ski Jump
Note: The above events will take place at McNutt’s Hill.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2—EVENING
8:00-9:00 Concert by Larry Funk and his Orchestra at men’s gym8:30 Carnival Production, “The Inexperienced Ghost,” a one-act
play. At Murkland Auditorium.
9:00-2:00 Carnival Ball, at men’s gymnasium
11:30 Grand March
12:00 Coronation of the Carnival Queen
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3—MORNING
10:00 440-yard Skating Races (heats)
10:15 440-yard Skating Races (finals)
10:45 Two-mile Skating Race
Note: The above events will take place on the University Pond.
11:00 Hockey, Freshmen v. Brighton Academy. At University Rink.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3—AFTERNOON
Basketball,
Freshmen v. Boston University Frosh, men’s gym2:00
3:00 Basketball, Varsity v. Boston University, men’s gymnasium.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3—EVENING
8 : 00 - 12:00 Fraternity Dances.
1:30
1:40
2:15
2:45
3:30

Page UNH Delegate NH Golden Bull Will
at Alumni Council be Revived Soon
Sixty Attend New England Staff Hopes for Official
Conference Held Jan. 18, Sanction—To Start on
19 at Northampton
Publication Soon
Harry Page, alumni secretary of The Golden Bull, famous for many
the University of New Hampshire, years
as the University of New
was delegate at the meeting of the Hampshire
humor magazine, will
American Alumni Council which was make its appearance,
incidental to
held at the Hotel Northampton, official approval on our campus.
Head
Northampton, Mass., January 18 and ing the staff of the humorous publica
19. This conference was attended by tion are Roger Lambert, editor, and
60 representatives of New England Marvin Eiseman, also editor of the
colleges.
1935 Granite, as business manager.
_Membership in this organization is Bernard
Snierson, a transfer from
divided into three branches:
Cornell, who has done considerable
1. Membership.
work for Mask and Dagger, will be
2. Alumni Funds.
humor editor. Charles York will be
3. Alumni Magazine.
business manager while the
The University of New Hampshire assistant editors
will be Edward Daw
has membership in the first and third associate
son and Kenneth Kearns. The re
of these divisions, and it was these mainder
of the staff is composed of:
meetings which our representative at the women’s editors, Elvira Serafini
tended.
Kathryn Barnes; the sports edi
Thursday night the alumni secre and
tors, Roland Sawyer and Ernest Wer
taries were the guests of Smith Col ner; and for circulation, Howard Hall
lege at a dinner which was held at and W alter Calderwood. Delfo Cam
Gardner House, on the Quadrangle at inati, editor of the 1934 Granite and
Smith College. Following the dinner, James Pollard will have charge of the
a discussion was held in which Presi art section. If the petition for pub
dent Allan Neilson of Smith College, lication of the magazine receives the
President Mary Wooley of Mt. Hol sanction of the faculty, the Golden
yoke College, President Stanley King Bull will have its first issue on Feb
of Amherst, Mr. Stevens of Massa ruary 28.
chusetts State, and Mr. Payson Smith,
Commissioner of Education in Massa
chusetts, took part. The method of
introducing the subject, “Should the
Federal Government be Allowed to 'I
Subsidize Education in the States,” 1
was novel. President Neilson pre
sented the subject and asked Presi
dent Wooley to give her views; then i Soda Fountain
the five educators exchanged ideas in i
a very informal manner before the i
audience. After some time, the audi 'i
ence was given an opportunity to ex
press their ideas or ask questions. ,i
The concensus of opinion as an i
nounced by President Neilson, was
that control of education should rest
with the state rather than with the
Federal Government. Centralization in
Washington would result in handing
the control of Education to the bu
reaucrats and remove the power from
the local leaders in Education.
cloudiness Friday evening. Saturday, i
overcast with rising temperatures pos i
sibly light snow beginning sometime 1
Saturday morning and changing to
rain in the afternoon. Clearing and <
colder late Saturday night. Sunday
cold, possibly snow. Temperatures
Stationery
will not be extremely low but should
be generally below freezing, except -i
probably on Saturday afternoon.
i
DONALD H. CHAPMAN,
Geology Department

CAMINATI AND
YORK CHAIRMEN
Armstrong Heads the Gift
Committeer—Rhodes on
Class Day Committee
EXERCISES JUNE 12
Class Day Speakers Will
be Announced at a
Later Date
John McGraw of Dover, president
of the senior class, has announced the
appointment of a representative group
of senior class members to serve on
the various committees for commence
ment week, June 12 to 18.
Delfo Caminati of Portsmouth,
president of the Student Council,
former editor of the Granite, and a
member of the Kappa Sigma fra
ternity, has been selected as chair
man of the Commencement Ball corriniittee. Other members of the com
mittee are: Stanley Freeman, Carl
Purrington, Claire Short, Irene Cou
ser, and Olive Thayer.
Charles York of Plymouth, a mem
ber of Mask and Dagger, Blue Key,
and Phi Mu Delta fraternity, was
elected to serve as chairman of the
Cap and Gown committee. Joseph
Targonski, Ruth Libby, Ruth H. John
son, M argaret Rossell, and Robert
Paine will assist on this committee.
Allan Armstrong of Plymouth,
Mass., a member of the basketball
team, Senior Skulls, Lambda Chi Al
pha fraternity, and president of Scab
bard and Blade will be the chairman
of the_ Class Gift committee. The other
committee members are: John Sweetser, George McDonald, Willard Park
er, Lillianne Mathieu, and Constance
Danforth.
Henry Brett of Belmont, Mass., a
member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity, has been appointed chair
man of the Class Invitations commit
tees. His associates will be: Fred
erick Dane, Roy Boucher, Virginia
Wastcoat and Phoebe Graham.
Trygve Christianson of Berlin, a
prominent member of the W inter
Sports team, a member of the Senior
Skulls and the Student Council, and
vice president of Theta Chi fraternity,
will serve as chairman of the Cane
committee. He will be assisted by
Stanley Ekstrom, Roland Sawyer, Jr.,
Geraldine Thayer, and Marjorie Hor
ton.
Raymond Sims of Manchester, a
member of the Kappa Sigma frater
nity, will be the chairman of the Class
Constitution committee. Other mem
bers will be: Douglas Woodward, Rich
ard Tower, Mary Carswell, Priscilla
Glazier, and John Smet.
Arnold Rhodes of Lancaster, presi
dent of Casque and Casket, business
manager of T N
H
,
and a member of the Alpha Tau Ome
ga fraternity has been selected as
chairman of the Class Day commit
tee. The committee has the follow
ing members: Logan Field, William
King, Dana Goodwin, Elizabeth Corriveau, and Shirley Barker.
An announcement of Class Day
speakers will be released by Presi
dent McGraw immediately after the
next senior class meeting.
he
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Light Lunches

i

A weak high centered last night
over Illinois was moving southeast
ward and losing energy, while a low
was centered far north of Minnesota
moving rapidly eastward and not as
yet attended by much precipitation.
The pressure over Texas has been low
for the past two days and there is a
disturbance apparently centered there.
There is an outside chance that this
low will develop into a storm of con
siderable energy, and if it does so, it
will move rapidly northeastward along
the coast on Saturday night and Sun
day bringing snow to most of New
England on Sunday. If this should
take place it is probable that the snow
would be heavy in Durham and along
the coast.
Friday, fair and cold. Increasing

COLLEGE PHARMACY

i

i

Victor Records
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Alumni Notes

Docile Dram atist Hennessy an
nounces for the new play Snierson and
Mclninch doing the young love act—
Snierson in top form after many
“Mooney” evenings last term —watch In accordance with the vote of the
Published weekly during the University school year by the students of The
University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. Offices: Editorial, Business, and
it, Jerry—he’s no juvenile.
Alumni Association last June, class
Circulation, Thompson Hall, Durham, N. H.
reunions this year will be held on the
In case of change of address, subscribers will please notify the Circulation Man
ager as soon as possible. Please give old address as well as the new.
R. MacDonald (who of late is known basis of the Quinquenniel or five-year
Subscribers not receiving copy will please notify the Business Manager at once.
as the keenest of key-hole cuddlers plan. The following classes will hold
Subscriptions made payable to The New Hampshire, Durham, N. H., $1.50 per
year. Single copies, five cents, at the office. Advertising rates on request.
this side of either side) rem arks that reunions on Alumni Day, June 16: ’74,
whatever he knows I never will.— ’79, ’84, ’89, ’94, ’99, ’04, ’09, ’14,
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Durham, New Hampshire,
Such encouragement—that man R. ’19, ’24, ’29, and '32. Class chairmen
under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage
provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918.
“Winchell” Lambert must be a gen will be announced shortly.
ius.
’15—Capt. Richard A. Knight is
Member of N . E . I. N . A .
now
stationed with the Fifth Field
E D IT O R ............................................................................................................... Howard Ordway
at Madison Barracks, New
“Lead Pipe” Robinson, Durham’s Artillery
B U S IN E S S M A N A G E R ..................................................................................... Arnold Rhodes
own plumber, appeared in collegiate York.
E D IT O R IA L BOAR D
Associate Editor ....................................................................................................Enoch Shenton
garb of 19 ? ? to ring the bell for ’24—Rupert D. Kimball was re
Sports Editor ............................................................................... ......................... James Dunbar
Monday’s bouts—namely one wool tie cently appointed one of a committee
News Editor ................................................................................................ W illiam V. Corcoran
by Jim Bannon
—Nice neckwear Robbie (blow a horn to form a State Milk Dealers Associa
Women’s Editor ............................................................................................ Nancy E. Carlisle
tion. His address is 7 Dartmouth St.,
Society Editor .................................................................................................. Martha V. Burns
Guy).
Women's Sports Editor ..................................................................................... Edith Baldwin
Nashua.
Not
pinch
hitting
B U S IN E S S S T A F F
’24—A second son, David Arthur,
Advertising Manager .............................. ............................................................. Robert Paine
Cold
weather
sure
for
Carnival—
S’help me Hanna
born to Mr. and Mrs. Irving W.
National Advertising Manager ...................................................................... Howard Brooks
co-eds say “Freeze” is beginning al was
Just starting in
Circulation Manager ................................................................................... Edward Hitchcock
Daniels (M argaret Osgood) on De
ready.
In Lambert's manner!
Assistant to Circulation Manager ....................................................... Glenn H . Stephenson
cember 24, 1933. They are living at
F E A T U R E W R IT E R S
109 Forest St., Reading, Mass., and
James Burch
James Bannon
Copy Reader— Alice Gould
The
University
administration
an
Ah, well! New names and new nounces another Sunday School hour would be glad to see any New Hamp
B U S IN E S S H E E L E R S
people in that vicinity.
faces!
for Wednesday P. M. Prize of three shire
Fredrick Michael, Joseph Miller, Alvin Parker, Clyde Smith, Wayne Gruppe.
’25—Irving
“Moose” Hersey is
old
New
Hampshires
and
an
overshoe
R EP O R TER S
senior partner in the firm of Hersey
Ruth B resnahan, Mildred Doyle, N an Pearson, B etty Stoloff, H arriet Towle, Please, you readers, be informed to the first person guessing the topic and
Phillips, architects and engi
Ralph C. Rudd, W innifred Carlisle, M ary B atem an, D aniel Atom an, Noah Levine, that I’m not pinch hitting; been in •—submit answers to “Pal” Reed—He
John Arnfield, B arbara Fuller, M ary W inter, Genevieve Ramonovski.
neers, at 1634 Main St., Springfield,
knows
all
the
questions.
left
field
since
the
first
inning—
Mass.
N E W S A N D SP O R TS H E E L E R S
Leon Cooperstein, N ettie M aynard, Madlon Pickett, M arguerite Campbell, R uth “Peeper” Lambert is now enthused
P. White was married
White, Pauline Spear, Elizabeth Hanscom , M illicent Shaw, John B utler, Delm ar with the coming of a new edition of Alas and several boys are again to ’27—William
“Ye olde slinger of the sooty side of with Paul Sh------(try it your self) in Miss Marian H. Churchill of Bridge
Jones, Fred Bieber, P aul Smith, Clint McLane.
Durham dirt.” Formerly E ast of the a little appreciation course in “Hot port, Conn., on Sept. 9, 1933. Bill
and the Mrs. are living at 435 Grand
W ater Tower—now gone galley west
DURHAM, N. H., JAN. 26, 1934.
“Broken curtains,” and may Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., while Bill is
according to town talk. In short, rooms,”
be a “Pome” or two—Lovers are Lazy making the family bread and butter
there’s much ado on the revival of the —“I
kissed her instep” (Lovelace). in the Engineering Department of
filthiest
for
a
new
Golden
Bull.
Chief
THE MOODY CASE
the New York Telephone Co., at
D irt Disher R. Winchell Lambert— Who can’t make an eight o’clock?
Hempstead, Long Island.
God give me the strength to carry on.
Straight
from
the
office
of
the
editor,
’27—A son, Charles Minor, was
So
Wellesley
boasts
a
proud
male
Considerable arguments, both pro and con, haveHbeen heard within the which is now located in the barracks co-ed—we’ve got two or three our born
to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar G. Kelsea
last week in regard to an actual case of “race discrimination” against one of of the board track, comes word that selves up here in the land of steam- on January 8, 1934, in Colebrook,
N. H.
the most prominent and versatile University athletes, Fred Moody, by the many prominent optimistic dodos, heated sidewalks.
from this corner and that, will con
’28—Ethel Reed, ’30, and Roger St.
United States Coast Guard Academy.
tribute to its cover stuffing. Among
Claire,
ex-’28, were recent guests of
A. (abbrev. for A rthur) Palooka Helen Reid
We feel justified in criticizing the athletic department for the conserva those present—
Kimball at Nashua.
again seen in the streets— ’28—A son,
tive stand they took on the case in permitting their outstanding member of “Soapy” Calderwood, who to date Palasoul
Charles William, was
Rushing
season
is
over
boys—What
the boxing team to be excluded from the bouts Saturday at New London. promises to give in true form all com is this W. S. Club anyway? cf. Bill born to Mr. and Mrs. C. Stuart
ment, is to be assisted we hear, by Swett.
Bradley on Oct. 7-, 1933, at Lancaster,
The question resolves itself down to whether or not we shall permit any the
vest-pocket edition of the Serafini
Pa.
institution to actually exclude a man from the bouts because of race and1 family. Three star column in the mak
’31—Ralph W. Crosby was married
color. “All men are created equal,” declared Lincoln in his memorable Gettys ing.
Pete Webster—better known as to Miss Mary O’Grady of Manchester
burg address. It is our opinion that no man shall be considered on any other Bernard “M itts” Snierson will edit THE GREAT LOVER—lately caught on January 20, 1934. They will make
“Between the Acts” (never smoked a throwing home-made philosloppy at their home in Barre, Vt., where Ralph
basis. If by the grace of God the fellow through his own efforts becomes the cigar
his life). Prepare for the love lorn “Davey” at the Crockett is connected with the Shell Oil Co.
outstanding intercollegiate boxer at the institution shall we permit him to be best. inYou’ll
never miss the hand House Little Lone Fraternity.
’31—2nd Lieut. J. J. Ennis has been
excluded from intercollegiate competition?
waving.
transferred
from Peru, Vt., to Frank
If the U. S. Coast Guard Academy insists that we withdraw Mr. Moody Ed “Blondy” Dawson, who has, for “Idle Roomer” of the Alpha Xi lin, N. C., Camp
No. 9, U. S. Forestry
past three weeks, been confined Delta House R. R. (Not Traverse de Service.
from competition are we required under any circumstances to continue inter the
the busts and shadows in the art Chemin de Fer) claims privacy of a ’32—Carlo Lanzilli has been ap
collegiate athletic relations with this institution? No, and it should be the with
department,
will handle prose, pose goldfish—solves own problem—Words pointed a music instructor under the
duty of each and every member of the club to oppose any discrimination and arts. Also
business managing to of welcome from Monsieur Marceau— CWA and is giving instruction in
against one of its members. We certainly are far enough north of the Mason - be handled by him. Those wanting ehJbien!—meaning:
two more French orchestra work in New Hampshire
copies try and find him—his map last students “Hello”—Got
Dixon line to be free of such a case of “racial distinction.”
Latin too— cities and towns.
seen
in
the
New
Hampshire
office
(on
Our contention is, that if a man is good, give him due credit and give to the wall). Bet—Blondy gets along. “Omnia Gallia divisa est in tres ’33—Carl Thunberg is now plant
partes”—suggesting that there may foreman at the Producers Dairy in
him as you would others, the equal right of competition against his fellowmen.
be more than two kinds of gall in
of which R. D. Kimball, ’24,
You may criticize us for this liberal stand that we assume on the issue, Let us rem ark to those shameful Durham or why the ankle pants for Nashua,
is manager.
but we are merely interpreting to you what is on the lips of every under absentees and lovers of Lady Esther— ladeeez—Besides, McNutt’s hill is no
that “Gasputin” Lewis properly dem fun for a crowd (three’s a crowd)— Affore mentioned habit a result of
graduate on campus.
onstrated the “Bite-Test” in round Practice’s p o w e r of suggestion split teeth—stop—remedy, one bridge
two on “Parentheses” Jensen—voices changed the Kappa’s outdoor sport —stop—Also
note short complexion—
of President Grau San Martin. And from the darkness remarked some to tobogganing—who taught that
it sounds precariously more like re thing about a waltz king in connec nurse to whistle ? Question by “Bud” stop. (All three stops heard near
bellion against economic rather than tion—no fair riding the count belly- Coyne—no relation to “Mint” Coyne— Durham Riding Club.)
Editor’s Note: May mean whoa!!
Dear “Bud” Coyne,
armed intervention.
bumps.

N.H. Men’s Glee Club
Sings in Manchester
Wilson, Isherwood, Furman
and Kidder Entertain
at Rotary Meeting

The Manchester Rotary Club mem
bers were given a treat last Monday
noon, as the University of New
Hampshire Men’s Glee Club gave
them a brief concert in the Hotel
Carpenter.
The numbers rendered by the club
were well chosen and contained plen
ty of color.
A prolonged applause was given
the quartet when it sang a group of
old favorites, among them were,
Sleep Kentucky Babe, and the Owl
and the Pussy Cat. At the close of
the program the quartet sang Grand
fathers Clock without accompani
ment.
The ensemble sang several old fa
vorites including Angels O’er the
Fields, Shenandoah and On to Vic
tory, all of which met with great
favor.
Members of the quartet included
George Wilson, first tenor; William
Isherwood, second tenor; Ernest
Furm an, first bass; and Maurice Kid
der, second bass.

Noted Astronomer Opens
Sunday Programs With
Talk on Galaxies

“Stars and Galaxies” was the title
of a lecture given by Dr. Harlow
Snapley, director of the Harvard Ob
servatory, Sunday afternoon. A near
capacity crowd attended the first of
the Sunday Afternoon Programs.
Dr. Shapley, holder of the Rumford
Medal of the American Society of
Arts and Sciences, has recently been
notified that he is to receive the Royal
Medal of the Royal Astronomical So
ciety of England, in recognition of his
original work at Harvard. He is
known as a witty and entertaining
speaker, whose lectures on astronomi
cal subjects are easily grasped by
non-scientific listeners.
Pointing out how astronomers have
constantly reached out into space
with the manufacture of more pow
erful instruments, Dr. Shapley said
that in the early days comets were
looked upon as the greatest manifes
tations of nature. Even kings stopped
fighting when one am eared, but now
they are recognized as simple and
almost local phenomena. At least two
comets have actually touched the
earth.
The Milky Way was likened to a
flat cookie by the lecturer. He said
that the earth is within its structure,
not very far from the edge, so when
we look toward the center, stars seem
to be more plentiful than in other di
rections.
Dr. Shapley told how he has re
cently made studies of the Large
Cloud of Magellan. Since it is the
nearest galaxy, it can be studied more
thoroughly than any other. Pictures
of this galaxy are taken at the H ar
vard Observatory a t Blowmfontein in
South Africa, and sent to the labora
tories in Cambridge to be compared
and tabulated.
The size of the Magellanic cloud
has been found by Dr. Shapley to be
more than twice that attributed to it
by former investigators. According to
his measurements it is 20,000 light
years across, and more than 100,000
iight years away. This find was made
after studying pictures taken with a
small three inch telescope. While a
powerful sixty inch telescope greatly
increases the size of a star to the eye,
its field of view is very much more
limited than that of a small one. With
pictures taken with a small machine,
Dr. Shapley found many stars in the
neighborhood which were proved to
be members of the Magellanic system.
Apparently no one had ever befdlre
studied this cloud with such a small
telescope.
Dr. Shapley commented upon the
fact that in the southern part of the
sky there are to be found fewer stars
than in the northern part. By search-

Saturday
“DANCING LADY”

Joan Crawford, Clark Gable

Sunday
“ONLY YESTERDAY”

John Boles, M argaret Sullivan
Billie Burke

Monday-Tuesday
‘ADVICE TO
THE LOVELORN’
Lee Tracy, Sally Blane

Wednesday
“A NOUS, LA LIBERTE”
Shown in cooperation with the
French department

Thursday
“AFTER TONIGHT”

Constance Bennett, Gilbert Roland

Friday
“HIS DOUBLE LIFE”
Roland Young, Lillian Gish

ing for a part of the heavens where
stars are the most dense he hopes to
find a center of the universe. For ac
cording to most theories, gravity
would cause a greater number to
come together toward the center. He
believes th at if successful he can
formulate the theory of a “super
galaxy,” the nucleus of the universe.
Harvard University maintains two
observatories, one at Harvard, Mass.,
and another in South Africa. Investi
gators are thereby able to constantly
study both hemispheres. The tele
scopes are sighted each night and pic
tures made, sometimes with exposures
of three hours or more. In this way
astronomers are gathering together a
vast store of material for study.
CHRISTIAN WORK
,
MOVES TO BALLARD
The offices of the Christian Work
Organization have been moved from
the Commons building to the first
floor of Ballard Hall. The building
has recently been renovated and the
new quarters of the Organization
will provide a lounge and game rooms
for the students. It is hoped that the
members of the Organization will
avail themselves of the facilities of
the new headquarters.

~lfie cijfareffe f/uit's JVH LDER
w e state it

as our honest belief that the
tobaccos used in Chesterfield
are of finer quality—and hence
of better taste —than in any
other cigarette at the price.

THE COMMENTATOR
From the Moscow Daily N ew s:
“In 1933, the R S F S R spent 1114
million rubles on the building of
schools. This growth was accompa
nied by a corresponding increase in
the number of pupils—.” In the
present economic crisis is there one
capitalist state not taking the line of
least resistance and cutting educa
tional budgets? Recently a number
of secondary schools were closed in
Chicago, one of the richest cities in
the world. In the lower schools
music, gymnastic, and handicraft
lessons have been curtailed, owing
to lack of funds. In Alabama eightyfive percent of all prim ary and sec
ondary schools have been closed. In
other states the school term has been
reduced to three months a year. This
decision has set the U. S. A. back to
the system of thirty years ago.
Obviously, we can’t deny the above
charges, but we might defend our
selves by saying that the conclusion
drawn is not entirely warranted.
News from Washington informs us
that the Secretary of the Navy is
suffering from ill health which, if
continued, may compel his resigna
tion. Further, the Secretary of W ar
finds himself in the same unfortunate
condition. Can it be possible that the
former Secretary of the Treasury
was suffering from a contagious dis
ease ?
“We demand exposure of a coun
ter-revolutionary movement which is
being prepared with the help of great
corporations such as the Chase Na
tional Bank and the Cuban Electric
Company by persons who want to
install a dictatorial regime.”
That was Article 3 of a declara
tion drawn up by the student body
of the University of Havana just
previous to the enforced resignation

Dr. Harlow Shapley
Theatre
Lectures in Durham Franklin
Week beginning Saturday, Jan. 27

L ig g e t t & M y e r s T o b a c c o C o m pa n y
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.just tty them

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co .
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WILDCATS LOSE Andover Track Team
TO HUSKY FIVE Drubs Freshmen

Frosh Hockey Squad
in Successful Week NEW

Jachym, Kramer Lead N. U. Frosh Badly Outclassed at
Team to 38-24 Victory—
Andover Meet—Prout
Koehler Scores Ten
Games Saturday

Lose to Dartmouth—Win at
Tilton—Tie Exeter in
Very Exciting Game

Opening their winter track season
at Andover last Saturday, the New
Hampshire freshm an track team was
administered a terrific drubbing at
the hands of the Andover team, los
ing, 63 to 9.
The Andover team outclassed the
New Hampshire frosh in every event
by taking the first places in every
event. They grand slammed in the
40-yard dash, shot put, and in the
1000-yard run.
Coach A1 Miller’s star athlete, Ben
Lekesky, was forced out of the high
jump when he suffered a painful
wrenched ankle. A fter a brief res
pite, he carried on and took the
second place in the 40-yard low
hurdles, and in the 300-yard run. The
other New Hampshire men to place
were McDonough and Woodruff. Mc
Donough was tied for first place in
the high jump. Woodruff, after a
thrilling finish took second place in
the 600-yard run.
It looks as if A1 Miller will have
to do the miracle man stunt in order
to have the New Hampshire fresh
man team give a good showing of
themselves at the Prout Games this
Saturday. The men in the shotput
pts. division are inexperienced and no
6
can be expected of them.
0 points
9 Lekesky can be expected to give a
0 few points for the team. His un
fortunate accident a t the Andover
8 meet was indeed a calamity, for
0 Coach A1 Miller looked to this boy
10 for points. McDonough and Wood
0 ruff can also be expected to help the
38 team out, as their showing at Andover
last Saturday indicated.

The Wildcat five lost its winning
streak last Saturday, when a fasttraveling Northeastern team secured
a 38-24 vectory over them.
The Huskies started in stride at the
opening whistle. Jachym, guard, sunk
five sensational baskets, and with
Morse and Kramer also dropping
field goals through the basket, the
score at the end of the first half was
21 to 11.
The Wildcats started a beautiful
rally in the opening of the second
half, dropping 5 field goals in short
order. However, the Northeastern
quintet started to click and soon drew
up to an 18 point lead. Coach Swasey
then sent in the seconds hoping for
them to display some fire. However,
the game ended 38-24 with the Wild
cats on the tail end.
The captains, Kramer and Jachym,
were outstanding for the huskies.
Koehler was high-scorer for New
Hampshire with 10 points. A record
crowd of 1600 was present. The
Wildcats’ next game is with Worces
ter Tech at W orcester tomorrow.
The summary for the Northeastern
game was:
N o r th e a s te r n U n iv e r s ity

J. Morse, rf
Owen, rf
H. Morse, If
MacDonald, If
M ilbrandt, d
W hitney, c
K ram er, rg
Lewis, rg
Jachym , lg
Melville, lg
Totals

gls.
fls.
2
0
0
3
3
0
0
21 5
0
0
3
2
0
0
5
0
0
0
15
N e w H a m p s h ire
gls.fls.
2
1
1
1
0
4
0
1
0
2

H urdles—W on by York (A); Day (A),
4 second; Lekesky (N H ), third. Time—
2 5 l-5s.
3 40-Yard D ash—W on by York (A ); Ful2 len (A), second; K napp (A), third. Time
0 —4300-Yard
4-5s.
10
D ash—W on by F urse (A );
(N H ), second; H ay (A), third.
03 Lekesky
Time 35s
600-Yard Run—Won by Stevens (A );
0 B rayton
(A), second; W oodruff (N H ),
24 third. Tim e—lm 28 4-5s.
10
1000-Yard D ash—W on by H orne (A );
Robinson "(A), second; W atson (A), third.
Time—2m 28 2-5s.
Theta Chi
Shotput—W on by H ite (A), 50ft.
;
44ft. 3in.; Tisher
Zeta chapter of Theta Chi an W(A),ilderthird,(A),40ft.second,
nounces with pleasure the pledging High, Jum p—Tie9%in.
first am ong Sharof William Crandall, of Long Island, re tts and Hadley for
(A), and McDonough
(NH
),
a
t
5ft.
7in.
New York.
Broad Jum p—W on by S harretts (A),
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Elliott were 19ft.
3in.; F arm er (A), second, 19ft. 2in.;
dinner guests at the chapter house Mangold
(NH), third, 18ft. 6in.
U n iv e r s ity of

M cKiniry, lg
W ilde, lg
Demers, rg
Targonski, c
W alker, c
Koehler, If
Joslin, If
B ronstein, rf
Toll, rf
Totals

pts.

last Tuesday.
H arry W. Steere, ’26, Gordon
Wheeler, ’27, Rexford S. Dean, ’31, alumni at the house during the past
and Malcolm Chase, ’32. were among; week.

by Jimmy Dunbar
Alas! Durham, we sympathize with Coach Lundholm is having a tough
you! A t last Bannon has got his big time finding a suitable combination to
chance, and will he ever ruin it. The represent his frosh five. He intends
red-headed politician started off with to start Webb, tall center, at a for
a big bang, but it’ll probably puff ward berth this week against the
out in a while. Howzza kid, JIM ? strong Tilton team. Bishop or Chodokoski will hold down the other for
berth, with Rogean at center.
We hear that the celebrated Eddie ward
Niggerman and W itter will play
Shore put in his appearance at the guard.
Exeter-Kitten game on Wednesday.
The big Bruin bad boy put on his
skates at the conclusion of the regular Intra-m ural hockey has progressed
game, and gave the boys of both to the semi-finals, with Alpha Tau
teams a few tips on how the pros Omega, Phi Delta Upsilon, Lambda
Chi Alpha and Phi Mu Delta still in
play the game.
the running. An interesting sidelight
from the Lambda Chi team.
There were some swell bouts at the comes
Neither Sumner Brown nor Tucker,
gym last Monday. Most of the the
Chi goalies, have yet
finalists were evenly matched, and madeLambda
a single save, although the team
some real slugging resulted. Wage- has won
games. Three goals
man’s win over Bumford was expected, have been two
scored
against them, how
but it was a very close bout. W erner’s ever.
defeat by Kimball was an upset, but
the rest of the results were to be The first year in which letters will
expected.
be awarded in W inter Track will be
on Saturday night, when
Speaking of boxing, the most im inaugurated
team will compete in the Prout
portant topic of conversation on our our
Games. The quarter mile relay team
campus at present seems to be the will
watched closely, for it appears
status of Freddy Moody. It is our to bebea fairly
combination. Funssincere desire that Fred return to box ton, Darling, fast
Hatch and Allard will
ing. He is without doubt the out compete.
standing member of the team, and
Without the presence of this popular
star, a great deal of interest in box W inter Carnival next week, with its
ing will be lacking.
carnival ball. How will you have
yours, too big or too small? We’ll all
The news that both games with be there anyway!
Harvard, scheduled for February 28,
have been transferred from Cambridge
SENIORS
to Durham, will be received with a
great deal of elation by the students
of the University. Both varsity and
pictures of all seniors
freshman games will be held in our andIndividual
complete activity lists will com
gym.
prise thei Senior section of the 1935
Granite. Activity lists are now ob
Our pucksters, led by Captain- tainable at the former Y. M. C. A.
elect George Bachellor, opened up on office in the Commons between 5 and,
Massachusetts State, Wednesday, and 6 o’clock every afternoon for the next
for the first time this year they turned two weeks. Please get one and fill
in a creditable performance. With it out including your activities through
both f o r w a r d lines functioning your Senior year. This must be done
smoothly, the Wildcats easily smeared at once if you want a complete list
the visitors, piling up an early lead. of your activities on campus. Please
It was a sweet game to watch, with do not delay!
Cosmo Ansara,
both teams furnishing plenty of ac
Managing Editor.
tion throughout the contest.
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Tobacco

Candy

GRANT’S
CAFE
Newspapers
Magazine
DAERIS TEA ROOM
Located at the Morrill Block and American House

Dartmouth ’37, 2—Kittens, 1
Despite the Wild Kittens’ last min
ute surge, they lost to an evenly
matched Dartmouth Frosh team at
Hanover, 2 to 1. Donald Otis, Green’s
Frosh football captain, gave trouble
to the New Hampshire forward men
with his excellent defensive work.
Otis and Tweed scored the goals for
the Dartmouth team, Facey made the
lone tally for the Kittens in the last
quarter, unassisted.
N. H. Frosh, 1—Tilton, 0
A fter suffering their first defeat
of the season at Dartmouth the Kit
tens’ sextet came back to strike their
stride again when they beat Tilton
School 1-0, last Saturday at Tilton.
The scoreless deadlock was broken by
Rogers, the Frosh center, on a freak
goal from the front of the net. Out
standing for Tilton were the Daddario
brothers who paired up in fine order
in their continuous drives up the ice.
Hooker, in the New Hampshire goal,
also played well, making several out
standing saves after the defense had
broken up. The sole goal was scored
in the last second of the second over
time.
Exeter, 2—Kittens, 2
A fter battling for two overtime pe
riods, the New Hampshire Frosh hock
ey team and Exeter Academy ended
a fast and exciting game in a 2-2 tie.
Wilson, goalee for the New Hamp
shire freshmen, made some almost im
possible saves at the cage. Rogers and
Facey made a goal apiece for the
freshmen. For Exeter, Clark and
Savage made the scores. Gordon
Clark of Exeter was the outstanding
man on the ice.
D a r tm o u th

N ew

H a m p s h ire

Devlin, Tweed, Hevage, P otter, lw
lw, Merrill, Lang, Browning
B arrett, Eldred, Putnam , c
c, Rogers, Giblin
B ennett, M cIntyre, Id
Id, Davison
Ruggles, Sine, Maroon, T uft, rw
rw, Facey, M anchester
Otis, Hopwood, rd
rd, H argraves
Cash, g
g, W ilson
N.

H.

T ilt o n

M anchester (Lacey), rw
lw, S. D addario (Sloid)
Rogers (Giblin), c c, P ecitt (Holland)
M errill (Lang), lw
rw, E. D addario (Reed)
Davison (Dickie), Id
rd, McLeod
H argraves (N orris), rd
Id, Guy
H orton, g
g, H ow ard
Goal by Rogers, 4:59 (second overtim e).
R eferee—Crowell, New H am pshire State.

HAMPSHIRE VARSITY
HOCKEY TEAM DRUBS MASS
STATE TO TUNE OF 6-1

The Wildcat varsity sextet struck
Husky Frosh Defeat defeated
its stride last Wednesday when it
State by a score of 6-1.
Hampshire team started
Kittens Quintet 47-30 itsThescoresNewMass.
in the first period, when a

goal was netted by Steffy on an as

from Bachellor. However, in the
Balkowski Leads Huskies— sist
period, after Corcoran, Mass.
Niggerman, Quadros Lead second
State right wing, had driven the puck
into the nets, the Wildcats carried the
in Scoring 7 Each
puck up the ice for four successful

The University of New Hampshire
freshmen lost its opening game Sat
urday, January 13, to the North
eastern freshmen at Boston by a score
of 47-30. The Boston huskies opened
up with a big lead, leaving the Kit
tens bewildered. Lack of sufficient
practice and the continuous shifting
of players by Coach Lundholm re
flected itself in the final score.
Niggerman and Quadros shared the
scoring honors of the quintet, each
sinking 7 points. Balkowski, Northeastern’s center, led his team scoring
15 points.
Coach Lundholm plans to put a
changed line-up on the floor next
Saturday when his team meets Til
ton.
N o r th e a s te r n F re s h m e n
Baroni, rf
Ross, rf
Pelletier, If
H ardick, If
Balkowski, c
H art, rg
Cushm an, rg
Rice, lg
Spitzer, lg
T otals
U . of N . H .

N iggerm an, lg
H epw orth, lg
Hickey, rg
Quadros, rg
W ebb, c
Rogean, c
W itter, If
Anton, If
Chodi, rf
N athanson, rf
Totals
E x e te r

gls.
fls.
pts.
5
1
11
0
0
0
5
0
10
0
2
2
7
1
15
0
0
0
1 4
6
1
1
3
0
0
0
19
9
47
F re s h m e n
gls.
fls.
pts.
2
3
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
7
2
1
5
1
0
2
1
2
4
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
4
10
10
30
N.

H.

tallies. The goals were made by
Mannion, assisted by Angwin; P art
ridge, unassisted; Steffy, assisted by
Bachellor; and Angwin, assisted by
Mannion. The last score was made
by Partridge on a brilliant shot from
the boards.
Outstanding for New Hampshire
were Angwin, Steffy, Partridge, and
Bachellor. Mannion, in trying to stop
a puck from reaching the goal, was
struck on the head and checked into
the boards. ^However, his injury was
not serious.
The Wildcats lost their game with
Brown which came previous to the
Mass. State contest, 6-1. The var
sity, tired from the long trip, and
being unable to practice, due to poor
ice, were not in shape for the game.
Mannion made the sole goal.
The summary of the New Hamp
shire-Mass. State game:
New Hampshire: Grocott, lw, Corosa, lw; Schipper, c; Partridge, c;
Steffy, rw; Mannion, rw; Bachellor,
Id; Angwin, rd; Congdon, g; MacLoughlin.
Massachusetts State: Corcoran, rw;
Wihry, rw; Kiel, rw; Snow, c; Black
burn, c; Henry, lw; Brown, lw; Bull,
rd; Murphy, Id; Valentine, g.
Score: 6-1.
Goals made by: Steffy (by Bachel
lor); Mannion, (by Angwin); Corco
ran (by Snow); Partridge (unas
sisted); Steffy (by Bachellor); Ang
win (by Mannion); Partridge.
Referee: Nute. Goal Umpires:
Gouch, Brown; Timers, Gaw, Kerr.
Time: Three 20-minute periods.

Frosh

Clark, rw rw, M anchester, Taylor, Lang
Phi Sigma
K evorkian, Id
Id, Davison
Peeley, rd
rd, H argraves Members of Phi Sigma went on a
Savage, lw
lw, Merrill, Giblin sleigh ride party last Friday night
Sm ith, Jones, c
c, Rogers, Facey
Borden, g
W ilson, g and had dinner at the Highland House.

Drop in for lunch, tea or regular meals. The same prices, the same quality
of food and service.
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale

S
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The Between-Class Sweetmeat
When you drop in for your between-class dainty,
be sure to look around.
The Underwood portable is ready to be your ser
vant and assistant in all writing requirements.
Lefax and National Notebooks are ready helpers
in the better preparation of class notes.
You will find many other valuable class aids ready
for your service.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Twenty-one of the Best
Everybody is watching expenses closely, looking
here and there to find most economical methods.
True economy never forgets high quality. At
$5.50 the 21-meal ticket (7 breakfasts, 7 dinners and
7 suppers) represents real economy in quality values.
For those who prefer, a $6.00 cafeteria ticket may be
obtained for $5.25.

Another sign of
jangled nerves...
Door banging, teeth gritting, foot
tapping, arguing over trifles—or
the old favorite—telephone slam
ming ... Just little ways which
prove nerves are getting out of
hand.. .Danger signals.. .If you1re
guilty of such gestures, check up—

Watch your nerves. . . Get your
full amount of sleep every night.
Eat regularly and sensibly. Find
time for recreation.
And smoke Camels—for Camel’s
costlier tobaccos never get on
your nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!

The University Dining Hall
I U llt IN:

T i l LI r

llll

C A M E L C A R A V A N featuring Glen Gray’s C A S A L O M A Orchestra and other Headliners Every Tuesday and
Thursday at 10 P .M ., E .S .T .- 9 P .M ., C .S .T .- 8 P .M M .S .T .-7 P .M ., P .S.T ., over W ABC - Columbia Network

FORMAL
ATTIRE
— for the —

CARNIVAL
BALL
Full Dress
and

Tux Suits
and

Accessories
Our
RENTAL SUITS
are unexcelled

BRAD

M c lN T IR E

SOCIETY NEWS

Lambda Chi Alpha
At the regular fraternity meeting
Tuesday night, the following men
were elected officers of Lambda Chi:
by M artha Burns
president, R. Curtis Funston; vice
president, Ronald Wilde; secretary,
Alpha Chi Omega
Bertram Tower; social chairman, LorMrs. Tewksbury was a dinner guest ing Guibord; rushing chairman, Phil
at the chapter house on Wednesday ip Shannon. Robertson Page was
evening.
elected chairman of the committee on
outside decorations for the Winter
Alpha Xi Delta
Tuesday evening the alumni of Al
pha Xi Delta living in Durham spon
sored a progressive supper for the
pledges. The group returned to the
chapter house for the entertainm ent
planned by Kelsea Griffin. The alumni
were Jane Dalland, Ruth Stark, Ra
chel Martin, and Edith Alexander.
Chi Omega
Mu chapter entertained Dr. and
Mrs. Alfred E. Richards at dinner
Thursday evening.
Guests at the house over the week
end were Polly and Patricia Thayer
and Helen Rockwood.
Kappa Delta
Gabrielle Grenier, ’33, was given a
birthday surprise party at the chap
ter house on Tuesday evening.
Margaret Kay was a week-end visi
tor.
Miss Eleanor Sheehan was a din
ner guest on Wednesday evening.
Phi Mu
Katherine Mclnnis, ’33, Beatrice
Wilson, Edith Pike, Estelle Pray, and
Alice W alker were recent guests of
the chapter.
An informal tea was given for the
patronesses and for Mrs. Moore, na
tional inspector, on Sunday afternoon.
Theta Upsilon
Tau chapter takes pleasure in an
nouncing the pledging of Alma Hyck,
’37, of East Jaffrey, N. H.; Mary
Mead, ’37, of Bartlett, N. H.; Ruth
White, ’37 of, Concord, N. H.; Ger
trude Trickey, ’37, of Alton Bay,
N. H.; Dorothy Grimes, ’36, of Do
ver, N. H.; and Millicent Sleeper, ’37,
of Sunapee, N. H., on Thursday eve
ning.
Theta Upsilon’s Founder’s Day was
celebrated Sunday, January 21. The
members of Tau chapter attended
church in a body. At noon a buffet
luncheon was served at the house for
the members and pledges.
Alpha Gamma Rho
A victrola party was held at the
chapter house last Saturday evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Edson Eastm an as
chaperones.
We are pleased to announce the
pledging of Curtis Chase, ’37.
Harold Garland, ’33, was a visitor
at the chapter house last Monday.
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Dr. Douglas A. Thom
to Speak at Convo.

Father Ahern Speaks
at 2nd Convocation

WOMEN’S SPORTS
A. A. U. W.
Carnival. Brother Wilfred “Cupe”
Osgood was again elected financial The A rt Group met at Mrs. Ma
The inter-group activities start
manager of the fraternity.
son’s on Tuesday. In connection with
February 5, in the women’s gym
the group study of architecture and
nasium. Tournaments will be held in
decoration Miss Bean read a paper
Phi Delta Upsilon
basketball, ping-pong, badminton, and
Ivories and Mrs. C. F. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Batchelder, on
bowling. The sorority or group Prominent Psychiatrist and
Eminent
Radio
and
Public
both of the class of ’30, announce the one on Iron Works.
the largest number of points
arrival of a daughter Joan, on Janu
will be awarded the Inter-group Ac
Writer’s Address Will
Speaker Visits U. N. H. obtaining
Woman’s Club
ary 16.
tivities cup. Points will also be given
Interest All
for
Second
Time
Ralph Dustin, Frank Dustin, and On January 12, a joint meeting of
in posture, Outing club membership,
Robert Eadie were recent visitors at the A. A. U. W., Folk Club, and Wom
and
W.
A.
A.
membership.
Practice
an’s Club was held at the Community Rev. Michael J. Ahern, nationally for the games and activities begins Dr. Douglas A. Thom, director of
the house.
House.
the division of mental hygiene of the
known for his “Catholic Truth Peri
The music department of the Wom od” and numerous activities in public thisTheweek.
Massachusetts State Department,
freshman
class
team
for
wom
Phi Mu Delta
Club met at Mrs. Peterman’s on speaking and politics, addressed the en’s basketball has been announced as will speak at the voluntary convoca
Nu Beta chapter is pleased to an an’s
Mrs. Tewksbury gave a second compulsory convocation on follows: Roberts, forward; Temple, tion to be held in Murkland Audi
nounce the pledging of W alter Stanis- Thursday.
paper on Burns, the song poet.
last Wednesday afternoon. His sub forward; Prince, center forward; Mac- torium at 1:30 Wednesday..
zewski, ’37.
current events department ject
was quite appropriately, “Our Callum, guard; Platts, center guard; Dr. Thom is widely known for both
A victrola party was held Friday metTheat the
Phi Mu house with Mrs. Obligation
Observance of Law.” Paige, guard. The sub team includes his writings and activities in the field
evening.
(as hostess. Mr. C. W. “Law,” saidin the
Father
“should Colman, Jordan, Williams, Buckley, of mental hygiene. He is a consult
Pete Pollison was back for the Tewksbury
Swonger spoke on Financial Crisis be respected and lovedAhern,
by all, as God Dodge, Parlin, Tower, Doe, Hyrk, ant in Psychiatrics at St. Paul’s
week-end.
of 1933.
School, Concord; a teacher of Psy
is fundamentally the originator of Barton, Hazen, and Theberge.
at Tufts College; a former
it.”
The sophomore squad includes Cra chiatrics
“The Catholic T ruth Period,” a ton, Mason, Thompson, Granville, officer of the New England Psychia
SIX PAGES OF 1935
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
GRANITE FOR QUEENS radio program devoted to Catholic in Hanscom, Boston, Grenier, Sanborn, tric Society; a director of the habit
It has recently been announced that
terests, has been heard now for the McLaughlin Tuttle, Corbett, Brazel clinic in Boston; a consultant of the
Miss Anne McCarthy of Concord,
regional office of the Veterans’ Ad
five years, having been origi and Goodwin.
N. H., was married to Harold Ang- Six full pages of the 1935 Granite past
ministration; and was recently elected
by Father Ahem in 1929. At
win July 8. Miss McCarthy gradu will be devoted to a beauty section nated
president of the Boston School of
present there are eleven stations
ated from Keene Normal School last of queens. These five queens, in ad the
Occupational Therapy. His writings
dition to the carnival queen, will be scattered widely over New England
June.
in the field include Everyday Prob
which he can be heard every
The following officers were elected selected from the ten to be chosen from
lems of the Everyday Child, Normal
this week: Harold Angwin, president; at the Carnival Ball. Judges ap Sunday.
Youth and its Everyday Problems,
For the past eight years Father
James B. Tatem, vice president; and pointed by the Granite board will Ahern
and Mental Health of the Child.
has been a professor of chem
later designate which five are to have
Richard T. Carrico, secretary.
His talk should be of interest to all
their pictures printed in this beauty istry at Weston College in Weston,
medical students and girls of the
Massachusetts. He has been quite
section.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
John Coyne is at work on the de active in chemical analysis of the wax Landry and Scanlon Win Home Economics Department. An
Alpha Nu chapter announces the signing which will be of modernistic candle. Candles used in Catholic in Two Classes—Werner arrangem ent will be made if possible
for some of the parents of Durham
churches must contain over fifty-one
pledging of H. Leroy Bishop, Rad- nature in silver and black.
There will be a section of snapshots per cent, of pure wax which, as it Loses—Wageman Wins school children to meet Dr. Thom.
cliffe Beebe, and A rthur Day.
Townspeople are welcome to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Robinson were and humor and, although the editor disappears in its burning, is symbolic
chaperones at the victrola party Sat refuses to reveal anything definite as of Christ’s consummation. Father Victories by Landry in the one convocation so long as room permits.
to exactly what sort of humor would Ahern, after many experiments, has hundred and thirty-five pound class,
urday night.
be in this he states it will be a sec perfected a test for the analysis of and Scanlon in the one hundred and
tion by itself, Durhamania or Dur these candles, and in all probability
Folio
pound class, gave the Theta
Theta Kappa Phi
ham through a keyhole and by Roger it will be used as a standard for forty-five
Kappa
Phi
fraternity
the
intram
ural
Theta Kappa Phi announces the Lambert.
testing wax purity in the future.
Anatomy of Criticism, Henry HazBoxing Championship.
pledging of John Mahoney, Owen Mc
This win increases the Theta Kap’s lett: “The new editor of the Ameri
Cormick, Chester Kingsman, and Lu- SOCIOLOGY CLUB MEETS—
lead over the other houses in the old can Mercury shows wide reading and
Tirrell Appointed to
cien Dancause.
OPEN
TO
ALL
STUDENTS
point trophy race. Although the fig much tolerant wisdom.”
Dr. and Mrs. Chapman were the
AA
Board
by
Council
ures are not yet available, the Alpha H itler’s R eich: “A useful hand
chaperones at the victrola party last The University Sociology Club held
Tau Omega fraternity forged closer book and guide to contemporary do
Saturday night.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
to the Phi Delta Upsilon in second ings in Germany.”
its
first
meeting
of
the
winter
term
Emery Davis has accepted a posi on Wednesday evening at the Alpha ments to be made by the Council dur place.
Mt. Washington Re-occupied, Rob
tion in Washington, D. C.
Wageman, brother of the great ert Monahan: “W hat he missed!”
Xi Delta house. The principal speak ing the collegiate year.
won the 115 pound class, taking A Book of Americans, Stephen Vin
er was Miss Ellen Redden, ’35, Dover, The Council voted to hold an in Phil,
a close decision from Bumford. Kim cent and Rosemary Benet: “Clever
Alpha Chi Sigma
who spoke on the American Sociology formal dance Saturday evening and ball
of Alpha Kappa Pi won the verse, a sense of humor, erudition in
the following committee was ap
Mu chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma, convention in Philadelphia, December pointed:
John McGraw, chairman, next class, defeating Werner of Theta the background, and startling car
the national chemistry fraternity, 27-30. Open discussion was held on Marvin
Eiseman and Harrison Ches- Chi. Landry won in the next bout, toons.”
held its second meeting of the term the negro problem and recent social ley.
with Scanlon taking the forty-fives Also, of Let Em E a t Cake, one
Thursday evening. About thirty mem trends.
McGuirk of Kappa Sigma. In member rem arks: “A satirical custard
Meetings of the Sociology Club are President Caminati held the dis from
bers were present and heard a talk open
155 class, Hemm won in a bruis pie with revolutionary meringue” !
to all students. The next meet cussion on the University’s gymnasi the
by Prof. M. M. Smith on his trip to ing will
from Betley of Pi Kappa
on February 7, at um checking system. The type of ing fightBoth
Europe last summer. Games and re the ThetabeChiheld
boys were pretty grog
house, with Miss Ker- service, charges and the set up was Alpha.
freshments followed.
act. The Masked Marvel put on
discussed by the Council members. gy, but Hemm’s superior endurance ing
Mu chapter is planning to hold its win, Head of Sociology department The
bout with Caesar Bertagfollowing committee will report won him the decision. Osgood easily ana,wrestling
Simmons, as speaker,
annual Chem show and Field Day on at Officers
with the latter getting the deci
Lawrence of Alpha Tau Ome
of the Sociology Club are the sentiment of the Council to the defeated
February 15, with chemical demon
sion.
in the 165 pound final.
Ernest Werner, ’34, Man director of athletics, William H. Cow gaSeveral
strations, talks, and contests for president,
interesting exhibitions were Moody, ex-varsity star, put on an
and faculty director, Prof. ell, Fred Walker, Howard Ordway, furnished,
everyone. All persons on the campus chester;
with Lewis and Jensen interesting bout with Yaloff, present
Ken McKiniry. The meeting ad
interested in chemistry are cordially Albert N. French, professor of So and
stealing the show with a comic box- 165 pound varsity man.
journed at 11.50 P. M.
ciology.
invited.

Theta Kappa’s Win
Boxing Titles
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Always the finest tobaccos and
only the center leaves are pur
chased for Lucky Strike cigar
ettes. We don’t buy top leaves
— because those are under
developed. And not the bottom
leaves—because those are inferior
in quality. The center leaves—for
which farmers are paid higher
prices—are the mildest leaves.
And only center leaves are used
in making Luckies—so round, so
firm—free from loose ends. That’s
why every Lucky draws easily,
burns evenly—and is always mild
and smooth. Then, too—“It’s
toasted”—for throat protection
— for finer taste.

Lucky Strike presents the
Metropolitan Opera Company
Saturday at 1 : 5 5

P .M .,

Eastern Standard T im e ,

over R e d and B lue N etw o rk s o f N B C ,

LUCKY

S T R I K E w ill broadcast the M etropolitan Opera C o m 
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pany o f N e w Y o r k in the com plete O pera, “ A id a ” .

JANUARY VALUE
Full Size, 2-piece

Charles
of London Suite
Regular value

$98

$145.00
Covered in a long wearing rust
color freize. This suite was a
feature of the recent New York
market, and is an unusual value.

E.
Morrill Furniture
Co.
60 Third St.
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 70
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N O T the top leaves—they’re under-developed

The Cream of the Crop
N O T the bottom leaves—they’re inferior in quality

